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Mojo & Jinx
Magicians in the Midnight Cabaret

To most of the world, the Midnight Cabaret is a traveling vari-
ety show that blends the Vaudeville tradition with an old-
fashioned circus sideshow, its ancient acts given new life 
through avant-garde theatrics. That’s also what Morris and 
Jeanne grew up believing about their extended, chosen fam-
ily of performers. Uncle Ernie (Ernesto El Magnifico), their only 
living relative, raised them know what he called “the noble 
human pursuits”: Chinese astronomy, Indian mathematics, 
Persian poetry, French literature, Italian cooking, Spanish 
fencing, Iyengar yoga, and the troupe’s own acrobatic style. 
He also trained them to one day take over his magic act as 
Mojo & Jinx, promising to teach them something truly magi-
cal once their minds were ready for it. Unfortunately, that day 
never came; Instead, the day came when Morris and Jeanne 
learned that their uncle’s greatest illusion was his own life.

When the Midnight Cabaret opened its latest run 
in Bangkok, Uncle Ernie went out to “take 
in the local color” as he always did. He 
tended to come back from these 
side trips a little worse for wear, 
a bit scratched up and 
bruised after yet another 
bar fight, but always on 
time for the next show. 
This last time he 
didn’t, and Mojo & 
Jinx made an excit-
ing, frustrating, 
impromptu pre-
mier to cover for 
him. After the 
troupe took 
their bows, 
they all 
went out 
s e a r c h -
ing for 
Ernie. Jeanne 
found him first, 
somehow impaled by 
his own collection of 
magic wands to the 
six-meter-high ceil-
ing of a warehouse, 
with all his strange 
tattoos … simply 
gone. After 
Morris and 
the oth-
e r s 
c a u g h t 
up, and 
as they 
pulled

down his body and treated it to a truly alien funeral rite, the 
troupe finally shared with Morris and Jeanne what their uncle 
had made them hold back from saying before.

What few outside the troupe realize is that almost all of the 
performers are war refugees from faraway magical realms, 
their worlds overrun by creatures of evil. Despite leaving their 
conquered homes and taking human form, the enemies of 
these survivors sometimes send minions after them; perhaps 
to thwart future reprisals; perhaps to finish the job. Some of 
the performers have taken to looking for signs when they 
travel: signs of incursions by old enemies into their new 
home; signs that it’s time to move on. One among them did 
more than just look for signs. Uncle Ernie challenged and 
beat back would-be invaders to their adopted home at every 

o p p o r t u n i t y . The former battle mage 
wanted to ensure that their 

enemies understood one 
fact: coming after them 
would always carry a 
high price.

The performers of 
Midnight Cabaret 

do their best to 
learn all they 
can about hu-
manity, to 
contr ibute 
to human 
culture in 
their own 
way, and to  

not let 
t h e i r 
t r o u -
b l e s 

t u r n 
into the 

humanity ’s 
troubles. Un-
for tunately, 

an attack dealt 
against them many 

years ago in Pas-de-
Calais left a pair of hu-

man orphans, which Er-
nie felt compelled to 
raise as their “uncle”, 
inventing a cover story 

that wasn’t too far from the truth. He 
gave them lives which may have been 

lacking in material wealth, but which were 
rich in love and learning and the adventures   

    of traveling with the Midnight Cabaret.
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After his death, he also left them a trunk full of very real, very 
dangerous magic from his old home: a pair of magic hats, his 
two remaining unbroken wands, and the Book of Glyphs. Un-
fortunately, he left no instructions. He did leave each of them 
a letter to open in case he ever died, but when they were 
opened, all they did was flash with silvery light and leave 
Morris and Jeanne with strange new tattoos. In the days fol-
lowing his death, as Mojo & Jinx took their uncle’s place in the 
show, they started to learn how all their heirlooms worked.

The final piece of their inheritance seems to have been Uncle 
Ernie’s own sense of duty to others. They’ve both decided to 
take up his cause and protect the troupe from the machina-
tions of their old enemies, but to also take on any magical 
threat against innocent people. They know they’re not pre-
pared to fight their uncle’s killer, a creature that can appar-
ently turn a mage’s wands against him and steal the very 
glyphs off his body, but they’re trying to learn magic in prepa-
ration for the day they do. 

Notes

Glyph Magic
By tracing precise strokes in a particular order while shifting 
through altered states of consciousness, a Glyph Mage can 
channel and focus the ambient magic of the universe. Glyph 
Magic taps the Source Without, but instead of requiring 
sounds, it requires that a specific glyph be traced on the tar-
get of the spell. Each of the hundreds of known glyphs cre-
ates a distinct effect. When the spell expires, the glyph that 
made it fades away.

Glyphs can be traced with any sort of ink, or chalk, or even 
crayons. There also exists a special powered gemstone chalk 
stick that allows glyphs to be traced on thin air or running 
water. If a Glyph Mage is foolish enough to trace a glyph 
using her own blood, the spell will tap the Source Within 

—the mage herself. Only an evil mage would trace a 
glyph in someone else’s blood.

Any glyph can be set to stay dormant until a certain 
set of conditions are met; until there’s a change in  
time, temperature, light, sound, or the presence of 
some general type of object or creature. Commonly 
used conditions include: “in five hours”, “at sunrise”, 

“when the temperature drops below freezing”, “when the 
phrase ‘abracadabra’ is uttered”, “when a human walks into 
spell range”, and “when a fiend crosses over this glyph”. Mojo 
calls these last ones “glyph bombs”. Whatever glyph Uncle 
Ernie traced in his final letters that transferred glyphs onto 
Mojo & Jinx, it was something special and beyond typical 
Glyph Magic.

Home Base: Mobile. The Midnight Cabaret tours throughout 
North America and occasionally goes to other continents, 
having performed in Prague, Dubai, and Ho Chi Min City.

Story: The easiest way for the PCs to meet Mojo & Jinx is to 
have the Midnight Cabaret come to their town. They might all 
cross paths while hunting down the same monster, or simply 
when the heroes attend one of  their shows. Alternately, Mojo 
might be tempted into sending his Killer Bunny on a errand 
(more on that later), fail to properly phrase his orders, and 
have the creature sowing chaos in the heroes’ backyard. De-
pending on what loophole the Killer Bunny finds in his orders, 
he might play the innocent and pitiful magical slave, bound 
into service by a pair of evil mages, who can only gain his 
freedom if some brave hero were to kill off his masters...
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Mojo
Morris Joffre (Mojo the Magnificent) & The “Killer Bunny”

Brawling:     Cm(0)(6)
Agility:      Gd(+1)(10)
Strength:     Gd(+1)(10)
Endurance:    Gr(+2)(15)
Willpower:    Ou(+3)(20)
Intelligence:   Gd(+1)(10)
Perception:    Gr(+2)(15)
Resourcefulness: Wk(-2)(2)

Reputation:   Dr(-3)(1)

Health Points:  41

Story Points:  47

Gear

Uncle Ernie’s Black Top Hat
Price: Wo(+7)(100)
 · Material: Ph(+5)(40), mystically reinforced felt.
   The brim of the hat can be stretched to open up
   to one meter (� ft) in diameter. The hat itself is
   much, much bigger on the inside than the outside,
   containing a pocket dimension within.
 · Conjure: Gd(+1)(10)
   Mojo can pull almost any simple item out of the hat.
   These conjured items never have traits higher than
   Good. Conjuring items with complex internal parts,
   or exact duplicates of existing items, requires a check
   vs. an Outstanding challenge.
 · Magic Prison: Wo(+7)(100)
   Anyone except the owner who is thrown into the hat
   is trapped inside, held in a Wondrous suspended
   animation, until Mojo pulls them out.
 · Protection from Magical Possession: Ou(+3)(20)
   The hat is bonded to Mojo; It will not work for
   anyone else unless he gives it as a gift, or he dies.

Uncle Ernie’s Red-Tipped Wand
Price: Ph(+5)(50)
 · Material: Ph(+5)(40), mystically reinforced ebony.
   On mental command, the wand can change size
   from being as small and thin as a pencil to growing
   as large as a three meter (�0 ft) pole.
 · Telekinesis: Ou(+3)(20)
   Anything pointed to within 400 m (�,�00 ft) can be hit,
   picked up, moved, or thrown back with Outstanding
   force, but more complex manipulations (i.e.: turning
   a key) are not possible.
 · Protection from Magical Possession: Ou(+3)(20)
   The wand is bonded to Mojo; It will not work for
   anyone else unless he gives it as a gift, or he dies.

Powers

Fiend Thrall Glyph: Ex(+4)(30)
Mojo bears a glyph that grants him the power to force any 
fiend into serving him for a lunar month. For the purpose of 
the enchantment, a “fiend” is any extradimensional creature 
with an Evil Reputation trait. His would-be servant can at-
tempt to resist the initial thrall with its Willpower; but even if 
it fails, it’s only bound to follow the letter of Mojo’s com-
mands —not their spirit. The glyph allows Mojo’s servants to 
understand anything he says, and he can keep up to 4 crea-
tures in thrall at once. Any enthralled fiend that tries to attack 
Mojo directly must make a Willpower check vs. the level of 
this power, and get an Outstanding success, or be trapped in 
service to Mojo until he decides to release it.

Skills
Language: French (Northern France), Italian (Milanese),
 Persian (Classical), Chinese (Mandarin).
Profession: Stage Magician.
Slight of Hand: (+1) bonus to Agility.
Acrobatics: (+1) bonus when defending in combat.
Stealth: (-1) penalty to being followed or tracked.
Knowledge: French Literature.
Knowledge: Italian Cooking.
Weapons, Thrown: (+1) bonus to use or catch thrown weapons.
Astronavigation: (+1) bonus to Intelligence. 

Description

Appearance
Morris Joffre is a compact, solidly-built human male in his late 
teens who stands about �60 m (5 ft 4 in) tall and weighs about 
68 kg (�50 lbs). His out-of-control brown bangs hang over 
dark eyes and threaten to reach down to the square-tipped 
nose and broad smile on his olive-tan face. On the left side of 
his upper abdomen is a raised pattern of swirls and dots: the 
Fiend Thrall Glyph.

Notes
Character points: (�,8�� - 0 in limitations =) �,8��
Unused character points: �9 (built with �,850 points)

Sediento, The “Killer Bunny” (�,9�� character points)
B  A  S  E  W  I  P  R   Evil Rep HP  FP
Ou Ou Ex Ph Ex Gd Ou Dr  Gr   110  61
Powers - Sharp Attack: Ou, Control Size: Gd

This fiend possesses the body of one of the act’s white rabbits, 
is trapped in permanent servitude to Mojo, and plots to de-
stroy him every time it’s let out of Uncle Ernie’s black top hat.
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Jinx
Jeanne Exupéry

Brawling:     Cm(0)(6)
Agility:      Gr(+2)(15)
Strength:     Gd(+1)(10)
Endurance:    Gd(+1)(10)
Willpower:    Ou(+3)(20)
Intelligence:   Gr(+2)(15)
Perception:    Gd(+1)(10)
Resourcefulness: Wk(-2)(2)

Reputation:   Dr(-3)(1)

Health Points:  41

Story Points:  47

Gear

Uncle Ernie’s White Top Hat
Price: Ph(+5)(40)
 · Material: Ph(+5)(40), mystically reinforced felt.
 · Mimic: Ou(+3)(20)
   While wearing the hat, Jinx can make herself look,
   sound, and even smell like any person she’s studied
   up close (Dreadful range). She can also just make up
   a generic disguise.
 · Chameleon: Ou(+3)(20)
   With the hat on, Jinx blends into any background.
 · Protection from Magical Possession: Ou(+3)(20)
   The hat is bonded to Jinx; It will not work for
   anyone else unless she gives it as a gift, or she dies.

Uncle Ernie’s White-Tipped Wand
Price: Ph(+5)(40)
 · Material: Ph(+5)(40), mystically reinforced ebony.
   On mental command, the wand can change size
   from being as small and thin as a pencil to growing
   as large as a three meter (�0 ft) pole.
 · Control Size: Ou(+3)(20)
   Anything pointed to within 400 m (�,�00 ft) can be
   enlarged up to 40 m� (�,400 ft�) or be shrunk down
   to �0 cm� (4� in�). The change lasts from one sunrise
   to the next, or until reversed.
 · Shapeshift: Ou(+3)(20)
   Any creature pointed to within 400 m (�,�00 ft) can
   be turned into any other creature. The change lasts
   from one sunrise to the next, or until reversed.
 · Protection from Magical Possession: Ou(+3)(20)
   The wand is bonded to Jinx; It will not work for
   anyone else unless she gives it as a gift, or she dies.

Powers

Carapace Glyph: Ex(+4)(30)
Jinx bears a glyph that makes her nearly bullet-proof. A split-
second before any attack (bullet, lightning bolt, whatever) 
can make contact with her body, a piece of translucent ruby 
armor appears over the would-be point of impact, reducing it 
by �0 points and four levels before it even affects her.

Skills

Language: French (Northern France), English (UK),
 Persian (Classical), Chinese (Mandarin).
Profession: Stage Magician.
Slight of Hand: (+1) bonus to Agility.
Acrobatics: (+1) bonus when defending in combat.
Escape Artist: (+1) bonus to Agility and Strength for escapes.
Knowledge: French Literature.
Knowledge: Persian Poetry.
Weapons, Thrown: (+1) bonus to use or catch thrown weapons.
Astronavigation: (+1) bonus to Intelligence.

Description

Appearance
Jeanne Exupéry is a lithe, athletic human female in her late 
teens who stands about �80 m (5 ft �0 in) tall and weighs 
about 70 kg (�54 lbs). Her hair is currently a neon tangerine, 
the better to show off her asymmetrical avant-garde hairstyle. 
Even when not on stage, she can’t help but wear a bit of her 
stage makeup in the form of a spade-shaped beauty mark on 
her right cheek. On left shoulder is a reddish, raised pattern 
of swirls and dots: the Carapace Glyph.

Notes

Character points: (�,67� - 0 in limitations =) �,67�
Unused character points: �9 (built with �,700 points)

The Book of Glyphs (�,�55 character points)
B  A  S  E  W  I  P  R   Rep   HP  FP
 --  --  --  --  Ex Ex Gd --   --    --   70
Material - Ph, mystically reinforced parchment and leather.
Powers - Flight: Wk, Hearing: Gd, Sight: Gd
Skills - Arcana, Knowledge: Glyph Magic, Knowledge: Fiends
    Language: Persian, Susurrate*

The Book of Glyphs was originally just a primer on Glyph 
Magic and a catalog of known glyphs, but it also became 
Uncle Ernie’s field notes on evil creatures from other dimen-
sions and a journal of his time on Earth. It has since become 
Jinx’s diary and the textbook she and Mojo are using to try to 
learn magic. This sentient book is aware of all the sights and 
sounds around it, can fly around on its own, and has the sense 
to hide itself from strangers. It appears to be about �00 pages 
thick, but its pages actually number in the thousands and 
continue to grow; Most of the pages exist in a pocket dimen-
sion. To find a passage on a particular subject, the reader 
needs to ask a question, and the book will flip its pages to 
what it thinks the reader wants to know. If the reader wants 
to add to a topic, the book will present blank pages. *The 
book only speaks Persian and their uncle’s native tongue.
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Creative Commons License
Attribution - NonCommercial - Share Alike

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-Share Alike �.0 United States License by 
Rodolfo Arredondo, 2007.

To view a copy of this license, visit

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/�.0/us/

or send a letter to

 Creative Commons
  54� Howard Street, 5th Floor
  San Francisco, California
  94�05
  USA

I chose to release this work in this way so you can adjust it to 
suit the needs of you and your friends, and so you can create 
your own characters and stories based on this game and still 
own them yourself —which is as it should be. I do ask that 
you give me credit when you make something based on this 
work (preferably by linking to www.TenThousandWorlds.org) 
and I ask that you not try to make any money off of it.

This should go without saying, but this work is a supplement 
to a game, Ten Thousand Worlds, and is meant to make a 
rainy afternoon more enjoyable for you and a few friends. 
This game requires you to use your imagination. If you have 
trouble telling the difference between fantasy and reality, 
then this game is not for you.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/
http://www.tenthousandworlds.org

